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Chapter 13
The second Department of surgery became famous in the first World War. The number
of operations is not only much more than in previous years, but also praised by the
county Party committee and county government. Batu believes that if you want to be
famous, you have to do a good job in surgery. The two new college students who have
been admitted to the second Department of surgery are sent directly to the second
Department of surgery. Both of them are local people in the frontier. One of them lives
in the next county. His name is Li Liang and the little fat one. My father is a small
civil servant. He took many ways to send xuezha Li Liang to quark county hospital.
His father spent most of his life in the national team. Although he didn't get a position,
he was also close to officialdom. Before leaving, he said to Li Liang, "learning good or
bad is a thing of the past. There are great differences between units and schools,
especially for technical units like you. After entering the Department, you will keep up
with the technology, and there is no shortage of your salary at home, Try to make
friends and deal with the relationship with the technology magnate. Even if I can't help
you become an official, people can help you at a critical moment in a place like a
hospital that is related to human life. " The other is Yang Chengming, who lives in the
urban area. If he wants to take the route of curve saving the country, he will first be
admitted to the county hospital and then transferred to the urban area when he has the
opportunity. He has been working in the hospital in the urban area for half a year. He
just came to quark County in order to prepare, so he doesn't care about the county
hospital.

The dormitory has two bedrooms, one large and one small. The small one belongs to
Zhang Fan. The big one lives with four girls, Wang Sha and three new girls. Chen
Lulu of the pharmacy department looks ordinary, but her family is from quark county.
One of her relatives is the head of an organ and unit. She could have lived at home, but
she hated my mother's nagging and simply lived in the house rented by the county
hospital. The pharmacy department of the county hospital was purely a drug seller
without any clinical pharmacy research. Through the relationship, she went to the
hospital office, "is Zhang Fan a relative of the president? He lives in one bedroom
alone. What kind of relationship should he be very close to? He can't be the president's
brother-in-law. " She seems to have found something secret. She holds on to Wang
Sha. The other two also pay attention. If they are really the dean's brother-in-law, they
will have a good relationship in the future.

"I don't think so. He came with us from Su Province, and he is Han, and the president's
wife is Mongolian." Wang Sha didn't want to tell them how awesome Zhang Fan was.
"I won't tell you. Let you guess." It's not about anything. It's just a natural evil taste of



women.

After the morning meeting in the morning, Yang Chengming felt a wave of unhealthy
tendencies“ Miss Zhang, did you have dinner? I bought some steamed stuffed buns
with big meat on my way to the hospital today. It's still hot. " Chen Qifa took the
steamed stuffed bun and gave it to Zhang Fan. After eating steamed stuffed buns, I
didn't count. "The Dean gave me a few packs of cigarettes left over from yesterday's
meal. My brother gave me a few points." Shi Lei gave Zhang Fan and Chen Qifa a bag,
and the two new ones were directly blocked.

"What's the origin of this guy? The dormitory lives in a single room, and the doctors in
the Department are getting close to him. The section director drank it early in the
morning and his tongue straightened. Hey! The hospitals in the county are at this level.
" He didn't care. Anyway, he was going to leave, so he didn't have to do anything. At
the critical moment, he showed them what he had learned in the city. Stop these guys.
Don't let me do all the work. I have to read books and take exams. What he really
thinks of is a mallet. A county-level hospital is at least 200 people. Not to mention you,
a newly graduated undergraduate, even the doctors stationed in the urban area should
be polite and not arrogant. If you can't point out, a big cow will pop up and swell your
face.

The little fat man is also single. Anyway, he is new and looks like a new man. He went
to fetch water with a thermos. Tuxun is in the outpatient department. The next director
of the Department is Shi Lei. He has nothing to do with him. He doesn't want to be
involved. If he can't be on duty, he won't be on duty. If he can go to the outpatient
department, he won't go to the Department. In the morning, a man with a fracture of
his forearm was lazily cast and sent directly to the Department.

"It's just a matter of plaster. You can sit and smoke, and I'll plaster." Chen Qifa doesn't
have a practice certificate and is embarrassed to instruct new college students.

"I'll go. I often have a cast in the municipal hospital. Our director said I played well." I
don't know whether it's a character force or a deliberate force. When Yang Chengming
said this, everyone looked at him in surprise. Shi Lei smiled. It's really strange. There's
an evil spirit. Is Zhang Fan another genius“ Well, since you've worked in the city, go
anywhere. Lao Chen will have a rest. " After Yang Chengming went out, Shi Lei
whispered to Chen Qifa, "weigh it?"

"No, it's just a mallet. Don't be frightened. Look at Zhang Fan. He also likes to rush to
work when he first came, but what do people say? Before and after the teacher, he



started to pull the flag before he did anything. Don't worry, it's definitely a mallet“ An
old doctor of Zhang Fannong began to fear college students.

"Radial head subluxation is a kind of trauma that is easy to occur in children after
violent traction. Why don't you go to Huanfu! " Lao Chen began to step on Yang
Chengming. Although he lowered his head to Zhang Fan, he was a big winner in the
orthopedics department of the second Department of surgery before Zhang Fan came.
Although I don't have a practice certificate, I'm not a little grumpy. "I can't breathe if
I'm already pressed by Zhang Fan. If you're also forced, I'll transfer to the emergency
department."

"This, this I haven't learned." The child cried bitterly, the parents asked anxiously, and
then looked at Chen Qifa's expression of being slow and dying. Yang Chengming said
with a black face and biting his teeth: "Doctor Chen, I haven't learned this yet."

"This is not taught in the city?"

"I didn't learn!"

"After that, learn well. Don't aim too high. People should be modest." As he spoke, the
child screamed and listened to a "click". Lao Chen clapped his hands and said, "OK,
qihuo. I said, "can you parents serve snacks? Can children pull hard with such a small
arm?" After training Yang Chengming, he taught the child's parents a few words. Yang
Chengming blushed. He didn't know how to get out of the doctor's office in front of
the patient's family.

On a cold day, the fat manager of the H County Hotel accidentally slipped down the
steps, knelt down and cracked his patella. It was more than two hundred kilograms. It's
going to kill me all of a sudden. 120 to the county hospital, four nurses and an
emergency doctor were stunned and didn't lift them up. Unable to call the two men
from the security section again, they reluctantly took a film for inspection“ There's no
way. It's broken into several pieces. You have to put on the patella claw. " Zhang Fan
looked at the film and said.

"Install B, who doesn't know to put on patella claw" Yang Chengming just can't see
Zhang Fan's confident appearance. There is no way that people are not envied. They
are mediocre. Zhang Fan stands out among the new students.

"Is this a big deal?" The wife of the hotel manager is obviously several grades higher
than the ordinary people in the county.

"No problem, minor surgery." Zhang Fan said. Originally, it was best to carry out the
operation of two patella at the same time, but there was no one in the Department.
Zhang Fan did one leg and Lao Chen did one, but there was no assistant. There's no



way. We can only come one by one.

"Well, is he the master knife? Are you kidding? " On the operating table, Yang
Chengming looked at Zhang Fan standing at the position of the main knife and was
stunned for a long time.

"What are you thinking about? Go and wash your hands." Lao Chen began to disinfect
and roared when he looked at Yang Chengming in a daze.

"Cut and clean up blood accumulation, broken bones, bone joint and upper patellar
claw." Zhang Fan moves more and more skillfully, sometimes mentioning Lao Chen
or two, "the patella is fixed, but you must remember to touch the inner surface of the
patella to see if it is flat, otherwise there will be sequelae in the future."

Lao Chen nodded and was not slow at hand. Yang Chengming didn't have a chance to
practice sewing. From beginning to end, Zhang Fan did it alone“ God, is this a fresh
graduate. Evil spirit, Buddha, take it quickly. " Now Yang Chengming knows why
several old doctors are so polite to Zhang Fan. This guy is so awesome, "I'd better
hurry up to read. I can't make a head with this demon."
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